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Maximum line
USD 100,000,000

Geographic Scope
Worldwide coverage available

We provide insurance solutions for all facets of the 
energy industry, with a particular focus on the 
upstream oil and gas area
We provide tailored products across a wide range of 
client companies, from small independent oil 
companies up to large-multinational corporations
Our bespoke approach to energy has made Ascot 
a market leader in the class
Presence at Lloyd’s

Why Ascot

A+ rated

Target Businesses
Upstream Operators and Non-Operators (onshore 
and offshore)
Service Contractors (onshore and offshore)
Drilling Contractors (onshore and offshore)
Upstream/ Renewable Construction
Offshore Decommissioning
Renewables (onshore and offshore)
Midstream 

Product Range
Physical Damage 
Business Interruption
Control of Well
Third Party Liability 
Construction all Risk
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Matthew Allan Ellie Leahy
Underwriter 
+44 20 7743 9659       
matthew.allan@ascotgroup.com 

Underwriting Assistant 
+44 20 3918 1757 
ellie.leahy@ascotgroup.com 

Kelly Buckland
Class Underwriter 
+44 20 7743 9653 
kelly.buckland@ascotgroup.com 
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Neil Dalton
Chief Claims Officer 
+44 20 7743 9677 
neil.dalton@ascotgroup.com 

Stephen Chapman
Head of Marine Claims 
+44 20 7743 9691 
stephen.chapman@ascotgroup.com 

The information contained herein is intended for informational purposes only. 
Statements of coverage ability and scope are general in nature, subject to change 
and underwriting of any individual risk, and provide no guaranty or warranty of 
coverage, express or implied. Products and services are offered through insurance 
company affiliates within the Ascot Group. Not all products and services are avail-
able in every jurisdiction, and some may be available in the United States only on 
a surplus lines basis through licensed surplus lines brokers. The precise coverage 
afforded by any insurer is subject to the actual terms and conditions of the policies 
as issued. The publication and delivery of the information contained herein is not 
intended as a solicitation for the purchase of insurance.

We place the utmost importance on the quick, proactive and fair determination of all our policyholders’ claims
A claim is carefully triaged at first notification to ensure the most appropriate adjuster handles the claim and as 
efficiently as possible
We engage in discussions with all stakeholders, creating an inclusive and high-performance claims 
management culture
We work closely with our underwriters, executive team, and legal experts to ensure we provide an efficient, 
high-quality claims service
We utilise an effective Claims Management Model which has consistently outperformed the market and our 
peers in claims handling

Claims
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